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ABSTRACT
Marine litter is a ‘descriptor’ in the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) and EU
member states must not only record and monitor this litter but propose ways of reducing it to
reach ‘Good Environmental Status’. From Coastwatch volunteer shore surveys, drinks container litter remains the highest and most widely distributed visible consumer waste on Irish
shores. To gauge public opinion on how to tackle this problem, Coastwatch undertook a national opinion poll with three drinks container questions from April 20th to May 10t 2013.
In the first multiple choice question asking: ‘how do we radically reduce drinks container litter?’ incentives were returned as first choice receiving half of all votes, stricter law
came second (35%) and more clean ups third (21%). Other proposals (17%) included more bins
and education. The second question asked ‘Would you be in favour of a deposit on return
system for drinks containers in Ireland? Here the response was an overwhelming 89% positive,
with 6% against and 5% giving a conditional approval. The third question asking participants to
tick a preferred rate of deposit, resulted in a 20, 10, 50, 30 cent rank order, with half of all responses opting for 10 and 20 cent. Age mattered, with linear increase of age and likelihood to
opt for incentives. Those in the 11-17 age group were less inclined to choose incentives and
least in favour of a deposit on return system, but were looking for highest deposits if such a
system was introduced. In comments, those 41+ included many fond memories and positive
notes about the old or other nation’s deposit and return systems. Concerns expressed centred
around cost and citizen behaviour.
The results for the deposit on return question are compared with those of another
Irish survey which started as the Coastwatch poll was running. It is concluded that if introducii

tory wording influenced participants, such influence would have been in opposite directions
and the combined result of both surveys would still show public support for the deposit and
return system.
A total of 1426 adults and children of 10 years+ participated in the Coastwatch survey
which asked people to answer drinks litter questions on paper or by online poll. The Coastwatch poll also had an awareness raising aspect, as volunteers and school teachers were engaging with those polled afterwards to discuss marine litter, options for action and the implications of the MSFD.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Drinks container litter is the most widespread and frequent consumer origin shore litter in Ireland from Coastwatch survey results as borne out again in autumn 2012 survey1. Apart
from environmental impacts and a waste of resources it is bad for Irish tourism and our Green
image.
In a country with a low population density and long coastline, even well publicized and
supported litter cleans ups will only cover small sections of shore. So unless those important
clean ups are dove tailed with strong waste prevention incentives, cleaned shores will often be
re-littered by adjoining shores in days.
Ireland has a ‘one use and dispose’ drinks container system, with only select glass bottles and kegs returned for refill (mainly from pubs). Plastic bottles and cans are the convenience packaging for outdoor recreation. Coastal trails are mushrooming. With more than seven
thousands kilometres of seashore and a varied coastal recreational offer, coastal tourism is
likely to grow and drinks container litter potential likely to rise. At present this is addressed
largely by a litter act, bins on beaches in the bathing season and volunteer clean ups.
Ireland has high unemployment. The “Deposit and Return System” is job intensive in
other countries where it is in use, including some US states, Germany and Scandinavian countries.
This public opinion poll was first designed and tried in Trinity College Green Week,
February 2013. Initial results2 showed a 94% approval for a drinks container refund scheme.
After survey poll redraft, dropping a marine litter deposition question deemed to be too time
consuming and minor edit of the remaining questions, the poll was rolled out to national level
in April 2013. April/May are ‘Spring Clean’ times when people are already more aware of litter
due to advertising and clean up initiatives.
This Coastwatch poll has 2 parts – (i) a face to face paper based opinion poll targeting a
range of ages and locations run from April 20th to May 9th and (ii) a survey monkey poll was
conducted for 10 days, from May 1st to 10th.
The aims were both public opinion gathering and raising awareness for the issues of
marine litter and the new Marine Strategy Framework Directive which should be a real catalyst
for a marine litter strategy with broad public participation and targeted action to significantly
reduce priority litter.

1

http://coastwatch.org/survey/Results%20Report%20Coastwatch%20Survey%202012_FULL_CD.pdf
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Pilot Coastwatch Marine litter drinks container opinion poll TCD Green Week 2013 (unpublished report)
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Results from 1426 people surveyed are summarised in this document and will be presented for discussion at a one day Marine Litter workshop in Trinity College Dublin on May
27th.
While the Coastwatch survey was in progress, we were made aware that a second
drinks container poll was starting on www.journal.ie. This survey contains only one question –
whether readers are in favour, against or undecided on a drinks container deposit refund system in Ireland. This provides a unique opportunity to discuss results obtained in the two polls
in a wider context.
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2 METHODS
An interdisciplinary scientist, teacher and economist Coastwatch team planned the litter action poll using two complimentary methods to ensure a sufficient range of ages, socioeconomic groups and geographic distribution were covered.
Participants were sought in batches of 100 from 10 counties. Areas were selected to
cover rural and urban populations and a good geographic spread. Dublin as largest urban centre and a coastal region where drinks container shore litter is consistently high, was to be represented in the poll proportion to its size. When planning the survey approx. 800 participants
of voting age (18 +) and up to 600 students 10 to 17 were sought. The age categories chosen
were to reflect 3 broad age categories: - school age, voting age without and with direct experience of a deposit on return system – i.e. were over 40 years of age and those below.

2.1

Paper interview and school class exercise

Half page poll forms were printed so that the drinks container shore litter problem and
quest for a general solution were on page one and further questions specific to a deposit on
return system were on page 2 – see appendix 1. When handing out the forms, care was taken
to get question 1 results before mentioning or showing the deposit on return questions.
Coastwatchers generally worked in teams approaching people in bus queues, trains,
open spaces where people were relaxed rather than streets where those approached often felt
they were to be sold something. After identifying themselves as being part of the Coastwatch
team, a request to the individual person, or small group to answer 3 short litter questions was
made. If more information was sought it was given about the new marine law to help tackle
litter in a really effective manner. Completed forms were collected and kept in batches by
location, then inputted into an excel sheet, with a unique code for each.
Perhaps one in 5 people wanted to engage further – asking or commenting. This was
an opportunity to provide information on Coastwatch shore litter survey results, the new Marine Strategy Framework Directive and the chance for public engagement. Deposit on return
systems were only mentioned after form completion not to influence responses. In perhaps 20
to 30 cases this was not strictly adhered to as people did hear about the deposit on return
before completing the form. In 5 or 6 cases surveyors asked the team members what they
should tick. If persuasion to make own decision did not work, the team member’s opinion was
given not to offend but the form discarded.
Seven schools in 5 counties participated, sourced from team contacts and teachers or
headmasters asked to do the poll, or direct to geography and science teachers. In most cases
transition year students were chosen as it was approaching exam time. Teachers who responded positively were given the survey aims and form to hand out to the class. Methods
were gone through with explanation why to ensure that the survey questions were completed
first and only then discussed, to raise litter awareness and explore the range of options to tackle it. Results were either collected from the school or returned by post.
Completed forms of all general public and school surveys were then transferred to excel sheets for analyses.
4

2.2 Online Survey
The Online Survey was drafted using ‘Survey Monkey’. It commenced ten days after
the paper survey started. Taking feedback from the paper survey into account a deposit on
return amount choice of 5 cents was added as well as additional age categories to get a better
breakdown of those above 40 years of age.
Since the survey was online a question was added to get the county the respondent
was living in. This county breakdown of the respondents could then be matched to the locations chosen for the paper surveys.
The survey monkey message was circulated to friends and Coastwatchers in Ireland
who we asked to send it to others preferably not in Dublin and not active in an environment
group. While we know that the responses included some environment group members, these
were in a minority and a good response mix was achieved including those from outdoor recreation groups, tidy towns, libraries, fishing groups and teachers. While students at second and
third level were included in the first request list, very few of these responded, probably again
due to exam pressure.
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3 RESPONDENTS INFORMATION
A total of 1426 people participated in the survey in the period April 20th to May 10th
2013. Of these 924 were hardcopy respondents and 502 were online respondents. The following figures show the distribution of the sample size by county. It should be noted that Dublin
participation is over estimated as in paper polls the location at time of survey was logged, rather than where participants lived. Many of those who sat in train and bus stations were returning home. Similarly, the TCD and Cork student sample is likely to have included students
from outside the cities.

Fig. 1 Distribution of the participants by county.

Dublin
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Wicklow
Waterford
Wexford
Sligo
Kerry
Donegal
Galway
Kildare
Louth
Laois
Tipperary
Clare
Mayo
Meath
Limerick
Kilkenny
Carlow
Cavan
Offaly
Roscommon
Westmeath
Leitrim
Monaghan
Longford

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Graph 1. Distribution of participants by county.
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3.1 Age
An age profile of participants is provided below. Of 1426 participants, 159 people did
not give their age and 323 were under 18. Graph 2a below shows that of those who gave their
age, the majority were over 40.
For the over 40s – the cohort who might remember the deposit on return system – we
only have a further age breakdown for the online survey. Graph 2b shows that half of these
were in the 41 to 55 category. That is still barely old enough to remember the deposit on return system, but of working and child rearing age.
469

500
450
400
350
269

300
250
200

196

179

154

150
100
50
0
(10-14)

(15-17)

(18-25)

(26-40)

(>40)

Age group

Graph 2 a. Distribution of participants by age group (1426 people - 1267 responses).

Age
Groups

No. of Respondents

Percent of Online
respondents

41 - 55

151

30.9%

56 - 70

130

26.6%

29

5.9%

71+

Total
Respondents

Table 1. Age breakdown of the respondents over 40 from the online survey.

200
0
41 - 55

56 - 70

71+

Age Categories
Graph 2 b. Age breakdown for those over 41 online survey only (310 respondents).
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4 POLL RESULTS
4.1 Q1 How to radically reduce drinks container litter?

Respondents were provided with a context note and the question as printed below:
They could tick more than one option, though that was not specifically mentioned.

Question 1: How do we radically reduce drinks container litter?
□ By cleaning up more
□ By stricter litter laws
□ By incentives to avoid littering and pickup of drinks containers
□ Other (Please state)
A context was provided in the following short introductory paragraph, which was also the
wording used by the survey team when requesting participation:
Marine litter is a problem and from Coastwatch surveys drinks containers are number one domestic
consumer litter on our Irish shores. While there is action planned to address fishing gear and other
waste, what should we do to tackle the drinks container litter?
Law: There is an exciting new EU law with a very long name - The Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
That law foresees that EU member states not only record and monitor marine litter (and other marine
health indicators) but implement ways of reducing it to reach ”Good Environmental Status”. The Directive also sets out that the public should be consulted. This is the context of the opinion poll Coastwatch is undertaking and we would love you to participate and give your views.

Results showed that half of all 1752 recorded answers were for incentives. Stricter
laws ranked second (35% of responses) and more cleaning came third with 21% of responses.
Other proposals made up 17% of all responses.
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littering and pick up
drinks containers

Other

Graph 3. How should we radically reduce drinks container litter?

The same rank order of incentives as most promising to drastically reduce litter, followed by stricter laws, followed by more cleaning was maintained in all regions as shown in
Graphs 4 (a) Dublin (b) Cork, (c) Waterford (d) Wicklow and (e) all remaining counties pooled.
However one can see that the incentive choice is only > 50% in Dublin and Wicklow.
4.a Dublin (431 respondents).
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

4.b Cork (184 respondents).
60%
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40%
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20%
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55.7%
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42.4%
21.2%
By cleaning By stricter
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litter law
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to avoid
littering and
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drinks
containers

4.d Wicklow (114 respondents).

4.c Waterford (108 respondents).
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4.e Other counties pooled (576
respondents).
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Graph 4. Opinion Survey per Counties over 100 responses results for question 1: How should we radically reduce
drinks container litter?

If one compares the responses by age group (see Graph 5) incentives are chosen more
frequently with older age, while there is no clear trend for the other two options. In the
youngest age group the 3 choices are almost equal. Then stricter laws become the lead choice
until with the 26-40 year olds the law and incentives become equally important while the trust
in making a drastic difference by cleaning up sinks to its lowest point. Thereafter, incentives
are most popular. These age specific difference account for some of the regional difference
depicted in graph 4 above.

10

55%
50%
By cleaning up more

45%
40%

By stricter litter laws

35%
30%

By incentives to avoid
littering and pick up
drinks containers

25%
20%
15%
10%
10 14

15-18

18-26

26-40

>40

Graph 5. How should we radically reduce drinks container litter? Responses by age group (respondents 925).

Other Ideas to drastically reduce drinks container marine litter
The final question 1 option of ‘other’ made up 17% of all responses and was examined
by the team who then grouped similar comments as shown in Table 2 and graph 6.
The most popular ‘other’ suggestion was a deposit on return system, which the respondents did not consider as an incentive at time of answering this question. This was followed by suggestions to place more bins around and to provide more education and public
awareness. A change of packaging came joint second in the ‘Other’ comments. The suggestions are broken down here into biodegradable and similar packaging changes (suggested by
27 persons), refillable containers (suggested by 11), (the same number who suggested raising
the litter fines) and a ban on one use drinks containers (proposed by 7).
Other Proposals for drastically reducing drinks container litter

Number of answers

Implementation of an deposit and return system

57

More bins in public areas (streets, beaches…)

45

More education and public awareness

34

Change packaging (incl. biodegradable containers)

27

Higher fines

11

More re-usable/refillable containers

11

Ban one-use drinks containers

7

Table 2. Other Proposals for drastically reducing drinks container litter.
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Ban one-use drinks containers
More reusable containers
Higher fines
Change packaging (biodegrable container)
More education and awarness
More bins on public place (streets, beaches,…)
Implementation of an deposit and return
system
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Graph 6. Proposals for Other Measures - (192 responses grouped by theme).

If one adds the other suggestion of deposit on return to those who just ticked that option, the result shows just over half of all responses in favour of incentives.

Photos 1 & 2. Surveys being completed
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4.2 Q 2 - Would you be in favour of a deposit on return system for
drinks containers in Ireland?
Question 2 - Analysis: Would you be in favour of a deposit on return system for drinks containers in Ireland?

Questions 2 and 3 were introduced by a paragraph to explain what was meant by deposit on return:
A deposit on return for drinks containers was common across Europe, was dropped in most, but
is now being brought back in more and more countries.
You buy the drinks container, paying an extra deposit which is returned to you when you return
the empty container to any shop which sells drinks in such containers.
If someone sees an empty container lying around, they can pick it up and earn pocket money.
Results to this second question show an overwhelming 89.4% of respondents would be
in favour of a deposit on return system (Graph 7). Only 6.1% were against such a system being
introduced in Ireland and 4.5% gave a conditional approval. When we compare online and
paper responses, the online group were even more in favour at 92%, against the street response of 88%.
May be …
if…, 4.5%

No, 6.1%

Yes, 89.4%

Graph 7. Would you be in favour of a deposit on return system for drinks containers in Ireland? (1420 respondents).

Many of those who answered “May be / If” provided some explanations which are
listed in Annex 2. Here the most common suggestions and conditions or concerns:
-

If different amounts of deposit were introduced depending on the container size
If all the grocery shops would participate
If the system was easy to use for consumers
If the drinks containers were recycle or refilled
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The higher price of the beverages was the most common concern expressed.
The regional responses for counties with > 100 responses are graphed below with a
pooled graph of the rest. The results show that the percentage in favour of a deposit on return
system in Ireland ranged from 83% in Waterford to 92% in county Wicklow – graph 8 a-e.
8.a: Dublin (431 respondents).
No,
7.9%

Maybe
if, 3.9%

8.b: Cork (184 respondents).
Maybe
if, 4.3%
No ,
7.6%

Yes ,
85.2%

Yes ,
85.9%

Maybe 8.c: Waterford (108 respondents).
if,
11.1%

No , 8.d: Wicklow (114 respondents).
Maybe
5.3%
if, 2.6%

No ,
5.6%

Yes,
83.3%

Yes,
92.1%

8.e Others (576 respondents).
Maybe if,
4.1%
No, 4.4%

Yes,
91.5%

Graph 8. Would you be in favour of a deposit on return system for drinks containers in Ireland? (By county).
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When one breaks down results by age, (Graph 9a-c) the deposit on return has a slightly
lower uptake by the younger age groups at 86.5% as against 88.9% in adults, so confirming the
trend observed in question 1.
9.a: under 18 years (333
respondents).

9.b: 18 - 40 years (465 respondents).

May Be,
6.0%

No,
6.6%

May Be,
4.5%

No,
7.5%

Yes,
88.9%

Yes,
86.5%

9.c: above 40 years (469 respondents).
Maybe
if, 4.09%
No,
3.66%

Yes,
92.24%

Graph 9. Would you be in favor of a deposit on return system for drinks containers in Ireland? (By age)
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4.3 Q 3 - If yes, how many cents would you consider appropriate per
retailed drinks container?
Question 3 - If yes, how many cents would you consider appropriate per retailed drinks container?

10 □

20 □

30 □

40 □

50 □

60 □

70 □

Other: --------

This question directed at those 89% who had indicated that they were in favour of a
deposit on return system in question 2. More than half of those opted for a low deposit of 10
or 20 cent, with 20 cent as the first choice. A 50 cent deposit ranked third and 30 cent 4th.
400

*Others
proposals of
Deposit

350
300

80
70

250

60
200
150

335

50

355

40

278

76

30

100
141

50

116

75

18

22

60

70

20
10
0

0
10

20

30

40

50

24
1 € 5 cents

Other*

Graph 10. If yes, how many cents would you consider appropriate per retailed drinks container?
(1340 responses).

When graphed by location, the pattern changes - see graph 11 a-d below. The 50 c favourite in Waterford responses where the majority were students is notable.
11.a: Dublin (431 respondents).
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11.b: Cork (184 responses).
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11.c: Waterford (108 responses).
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11.d: Wicklow (114 responses).
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11.e: All Others not incl above (576 responses).
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Graph 11. If yes, how many cents would you consider appropriate per retailed drinks container? (By county)
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5 DISCUSSION
This Coastwatch poll suggests that there is strong support for incentives to drastically
reduce drinks container litter on our shores. More than half of all responses were to use incentives. Stricter laws, clean ups and other suggestions including education and awareness all
scoring lower. More than 300 chose several options to tackle the drinks container litter.
Answers are influenced by many factors including how questions are asked, factual information, recent experience and location. Here the poll was taken during the annual spring
clean which was well advertised daily In national media. A number of respondents mentioned
their involvement in such clean ups with pride. Yet clean ups were the least favoured of the
three main options provided in the first poll question, with 50% of those surveyed opting for
incentives to drastically reduce drinks container litter.
The results also showed that with increase in age the buy in to incentives increased.
The many conversational memory comments obtained during the survey and written comments suggest that the middle and older age groups remember the deposit refund system
fondly – either the one we had in Ireland, or in other countries. There is no way of telling
whether and what other factors mattered. Was the spring clean message strongest in schools?
Is cleaning up a big feature in our education system and exploring of incentives perhaps not?
Or is youth more practical and hands on, while with age one become more strategic?
The stricter law option polled higher than we expected and when talking to people afterwards it was more often explained as better monitoring and enforcement than new stricter
laws. One teacher suggested that the high law score in the younger age groups may be related
to the mention of a new law in the introduction.
Government, business, Tidy Towns, schools, environmental and scout groups as well
as individuals have put enormous energy and resources into clean ups over the last 20 years..
Despite of that, Coastwatch shore surveys over that time have shown that many of the consumer litter categories including drinks containers have remained stubbornly high. The map on
the back cover of this document shows 2012 Coastwatch survey results for drinks container
litter density. One could map hinterland population density and get an excellent match to
drinks container density on the shore.
We have also seen examples of a significant change to a material’s use or its management reflecting in its marine litter occurrence. A good example of central control is sewage
related litter which decorated many of our shores twenty years ago. Now sewage treatment
plants catch these items in most areas before they enter the sea. The plastic bag tax is perhaps
our best example of a planned well thought out and implemented charge leading to a drastic
reduction of single use bag litter. Here the economic instrument is the disincentive to buy one
in the first place. When it comes to drinks containers the plastic bag tax model is less apt than
a deposit as the amount in use is far larger and it would just make the drink more expensive
but once used there would be no incentive to bring it to refill or recycling or to pick it up.
The overwhelming support of 89.4% for a drinks container deposit on return system
bears out the pilot survey results in TCD Green Week 2013 where an even higher 94% were in
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favour. The support is highest in older age groups. Regionally Waterford had the lowest support with 83% because of the dominance of young people in that sample.
Only 6.1% of those polled were against the deposit on return. Most of those who gave
a reason said it was because they already recycle or avoid using such one way drinks containers, or because it was going to be too expensive. These are very different reasons. The first
group is one of very consciences citizens, who are arguing that a behaviour change is all that is
required. Once other citizens act like they do, the problem will be solved. They wouldn’t just
buy a drink on impulse, but have their reusable container, or at least bring the empties – like
glass bottles - to recycling centres. From comments made we believe that at least part of the
second group is in business and/or concerned about any hike in prices. They are expressing the
same concern which Repak expressed in their 2008 study.
These concerns will be core discussion points in the forthcoming Coastwatch workshop
held in association with Trinity College on May 27th in TCD.
An opportunity of comparison with other data presents itself as ‘Thejournal.ie’ online
news publication ran a poll, starting 7thMay “Would you welcome a refund scheme for empty
bottles and cans?” The poll had an introductory article which included the suggestion of a
Labour Party councillor to help curb illegal dumping by putting a deposit on alcoholic drink
containers. Also immediately above the poll question was a link to a Repak commissioned
article “A Deposit And Refund System In Ireland” (2008) which the article quotes ‘ showed that
it would be costly and mean higher retail prices’. As of 15th May 2013 the results of thejournal.ie poll are shown in the image below:

Graph 12. Would you welcome a refund scheme for empty bottles and cans? Source: journal.ie

This result is quite different from the Coastwatch one although the question is almost
identical. To compare the two surveys more closely the key elements are set out side by side
in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Coastwatch and The journal.ie opinion poll on the implementation of a Deposit on
Return System

Poll under taken:
Question
Representative
population
Methods
Preceding information which
may have influenced participants

Coastwatch

Thejournal.ie

Would you be in favor of a deposit on return system for drinks
containers in Ireland?
People from all over Ireland and
different age (from 10 to > 80)
Questionnaire and online version
carried 3 drinks litter questions
1. The preceding question
looked for solutions to the
Marine Litter Problem.
2. The paragraph just above
the question defined
deposit on return, but
then ended with – picking
up litter could earn
pocket money.

Would you welcome a refund
scheme for empty bottles and cans?

Possible effect:

No information about the readership (age, counties, city...)
1 question
1. The poll was run to help
curb illegal dumping and
implement D&R on
alcoholic beverages.
2. a link to a Repak
commissioned article “A
Deposit on Return System in
Ireland” (2008) and quote
that it concluded it would
be costly and lead to higher
retail price.

To answer “Yes”.
To respond “No”

The Coastwatch result shows strong support for introducing a deposit on return
scheme at 89%, with only 6% against. Exploring factors, which may have influenced this result
the team identified the- ‘if someone sees an empty container lying around, they can pick it up
and earn pocket money’ at the end of the paragraph explaining what the deposit on return
system as possible influence. On the other hand no teacher made that observation and indeed
the under 18th who one would expect to be most interested in pocket money were less likely
to opt for incentives and deposit on return than adults.
Thejournal.ie poll is only slightly in favour at 50% for and 46% against as shown in
graph 13. When viewing the journal blog on 15th May 2013 (http://www.thejournal.ie/bottlerefund-scheme-898436-May2013/#comments) though, most comments were in favour of the
scheme. One reason suggested for the low acceptance was that of confusion, as an alcoholic
containers only scheme was described in the introduction, but the poll was for ‘all bottles and
containers‘ Indeed one blogger explained he had voted no as the scheme should include all
containers, not just alcoholic ones.
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Would you welcome a refund
scheme for empty bottles cans?
Adapted from Thejournal.ie

Would you be in favour of a
deposit on return system for
drinks containers in Ireland? Coastwatch May be
No,
6.1%

I don't
know,
3.5%

… if…,
4.5%

Yes,
50.9%
Yes,
89.4%

No ,
45.6%

Graph 13. Comparison between Coastwatch and Thejournal opinion poll on the implementation of Deposit and
Return System in Ireland

If both polls had information which influenced those who answered this question and
that the pull was in opposite directions, then it is reasonable to assume that the ‘real’ result
lies somewhere in between. Still in favour of deposit on return, but perhaps not quite as high
as our results suggest or quite as low as the journal poll.
The final Coastwatch question asking what size of deposit should be levied. Combined
responses for 10 and 20 cent make up >50% of all answers. This amount is in line with that
used across the world, though slightly lower than most EU countries which have a deposit on
return system – e.g. Germany 25c on most containers, Finland (40c for 2L plastic bottles; 20c
for 1L). The 50 c suggestion which ranked third in the poll was a favourite among teenagers.
Perhaps the thought of pocket money rather than the extra cost when buying a drinks container influenced this choice. Most comments suggested that size of deposit should vary with
either type or size of container as is practise in most countries which have kept or reintroduced the deposit on return system.
Coastwatch aims to explore how to drastically reduce drinks container litter in the marine environment. The responses in this poll suggest that public opinion is in favour of incentives and a deposit on return system with realistic views on the size of deposit. Perhaps the
time is right to design a scheme which takes the best from other countries and focusses on
maximising green jobs and environmental benefits, while being fair to consumers and achievable for all sectors of industry.
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6 APPENDICES
6.1 Appendix 1 Survey Hardcopy
Here presented as one page, but produced (i) on paper as half page with question 1
only on page 1. As online survey with only one question showing at a time and the next only
becoming available for answer once the previous one is completed.

COASTWATCH OPINION SURVEY DRINKS CONTAINERS
Marine litter is a problem and from Coastwatch surveys drinks containers are the number one
domestic consumer litter on our Irish shores. While there is action planned to address fishing
gear and other waste, what should we do to tackle the drinks container litter?
Law: There is a very exciting new EU law with a very long name - The Marine Strategy Framework Directive. That law foresees that EU member states not only record and monitor this litter
(and other marine health indicators) but propose and implement ways of reducing it to reach
”Good Environmental Status”. The Directive also sets out that the public should be consulted. So
this is the context of the Coastwatch opinion pol is undertaking and we would love you to participate and give your views.

_______________________________________________________________________
We are looking for solutions to our marine litter problems:
i. HOW DO WE RADICALLY REDUCE DRINKS CONTAINER LITTER????
 By cleaning up more
 By stricter litter laws
 By incentives to avoid littering and pick up drinks containers
 Other?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………
MORE QUESTIONS … PLEASE TURN THE PAGE >

A deposit on return for drinks containers was common across Europe, was dropped in
most, but is now being brought back in more and more countries.
You buy the drinks container, paying an extra deposit which is returned to you when you
return the empty container to any shop which sells drinks in such containers.
If someone sees an empty container lying around, they can pick it up and earn pocket
money.
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2.Would you be in favour of a deposit on return system for drinks containers
in Ireland?
YES □

NO □

MAY BE □ IF …..

3. If yes, how many cents would you consider appropriate per retailed drinks container?
10 □

20 □

30 □

40 □

50 □

.60 □

70 □

Other: --------

If you would be interested in attending a workshop to explore this further with stakeholders explaining please leave your name and email spelt clearly here.

6.2 Appendix 2 Polling Locations
Locations where the Drinks container paper poll was undertaken and notes

-

Ballymoney Shore, Co Wexford. Count: 13
o

-

-

-

Bray, Co: Wicklow. Count: 94
o Seaside. Good weather, a lot of people walking and also the Ocean 2012
event, so people aware. Mixed people most Irish but some of them
foreign.
Cork school, Co: Cork. Count: 35
o Outside suburbs of Cork city. Secondary school. Middle class background.
Cork law conference and train Cork to Dublin. Count: 9
o

-

-

Volunteers were sought in good weather on the beach and beach car park.
Almost all were families and none were known to have any environmental
group affiliation. The shore was clean, but there was no bin on the first occasion. On the second, the shop was open for business and there was one
bin beside the shop door.

Respondents were adults, mostly third level professionals and environmental NGO with environmental law interests.

Cork city, Count: Cork. Count: 101
o Students and teachers from University, street, mall and bus station. Urban
people, mix of students, people who were going to buying…
Donegal school, Co: Donegal. Count: 54
o Elovile community.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dublin city, Co: Dublin. Count: 154
o People waiting at Busaras and Connolly stations. Most of them from Ireland, and different age groups and types of people. Also, a mix of staff and
students at Trinity College were asked to participate.
Dundalk. Co: Louth. Count: 38
o People who was attending the Action for Biodiversity “Working Together
for Biodiversity”.
o Professional related to environment and ecology.
Galway city. Co: Galway. Count: 50
o Sunny day, urban people who were eating at the Eyre Square or waiting in
front of shops along the street. Also people from the bus station on the
weekend.
Gorey Community School, Gorey Co Wexford. Count: 64
o

Largest secondary school in the country with mixed rural intake.

o

The school has a green committee and strong litter management effort.
They also have the Green flag.

o

Survey coordinated by the Irish class teacher Ms. Mary Lochrin and undertaken in class, with some class discussion on the issues.

Maynooth. Co: Kildare. Count: 51
o Students from University, both local and foreign (France, Spain, doing an
Erasmus programme).
Merino College, Co: Dublin. Count: 49
o Transition students, age: 15-16. Mid-working class. They do recycling. Inner suburbs.
Sligo, Co: Sligo. Count: 81
o Half of them are upper primary and the other half is secondary. Some of
those students brought the forms home so the input data will be mixed:
small urban background and rural areas, and children and adult.
Swords, Co: Dublin: Count: 45
o Mix ages (10-17). Mix background (mid class, working class). Dublin suburbs. Parting recycling.
Waterford, Co: Waterford. Count: 90
o Two schools, Newtown and Ursuline took part in the survey.
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6.3 Appendix 3 Surveyor comments
Comments from Internet version :
10c refundable deposit on all drinks containers
A combination of all these- with education and awareness raising
A combination of all three.
A combination of cleaning up more and litter awareness.
A place where consumers can get cash back for their empty drinks containers
and more awareness raising,using a range of methods
Awareness campaign regarding dangers to marine life
Ban plastic bottlles, and have refunds on glass ones
Ban the bottle!
Banning single use plastic bottles
Better detection and strict enforcement of litter laws
Better educational campaigns on the effects of littering
Better enforcement of existing litter laws
Big fines even higher than dog litter
Bring back glass and deposits on bottles
bring back the cash for cans and bottles scheme.
Businesses creating more environmentally friendly containers
By advertising campaigns that promote a sense of pride in our environment and educate kids from very early on that its
really bad to litter.
By banning drink containers
By bringing back empties to shops like we used too for a small fee
By controlling/banning the production of such drink/food items contributing to ill health of the planet including human
health. These are not only surplus items but also destructive.
By educating people about the harmful effects of littering and instilling a sense of pride in the area and themselves.
Having more litter bins woulds be helpful.
By not cleaning up other peoples litter, No point in more laws as existing ones not obeyed. no point in giving incentives
to those who care little about the litter they produce. leave the problem alone for a long time and then everyone will see
how dirty their place is and they will soon identify those who do not bother to dispose corectley of their minor waste as
there are many bottle banks provided free and yet some have no respect for them A 10 cent extra charge at the shop
which would be refunded on return of empty can would encourage everyone to return cans especially children who
could get 2Euro for every 20 cans returned Try this in a problem area Get drinks company to fund the return fee and
apply it all round
By providing rubbish bins with small "mouths"[so that domestic waste can't be put in] at places where people park and
party at beaches.
by putting a deposit on the containers and making them returnable
By putting a high refundable charge on the container
By refunding a few cents per drinks can brought back to the shops - this would encourage people to pick up others' drink
cans also
By stopping companies selling their crap in litter-containers - or make them pay for the cleaning up …
by taxing the products most often found as litter to provide direct funds for clean-up operations.
by trying to change culture, we do not have the public information adverts as we use to, that alot of us grew up with. We
were taught about the Countryside rules at school, shutting gates etc. I think there should be harsher penalties for professional litterers.
Combination of the all above
Consider reverse vending/deposit & return schemes
Containers that are biodegradeable.
containers that will decompose within a short period of time and wont infect the environment
Culture change towards litter across the country and provision and servicing of bins
Deposit
deposit and return on cans
deposit and return system
deposit and return systems
deposit on bottles (both glass and plastic) which is refunded when they are taken back to Point of Sale
deposit on plastic bottles when returned
deposit paid on ALL plastic drink bottles, refundable on return
deposit scheme
deposit/refund scheme
Deposits on bottles and cans
Develop more biodegradable containers
Discontinue disposable plastic containers, and return to non disposable reusable forms of containers.
Educating people about the problem
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Educating people through about the environmental hazards of littering on beaches
Education
Education
education on reuse to save litter and money
Education printed on the container itself
education to young children
enforcement
Get 5 cents back or money off next purchase
GReater enforcement of existing laws and deposit return schemes
Have a money back on bottles and cans etc
have free bin collection once a week
have more recycling facilities for cans and bottles
having biodegradable containers
Having dedicated recycling bins
I think this is an issue all over ireland not just on costal areas. Education is a must, picnic areas could have info on the
environmental impact of plastic waste and from a health point of view. On the spot fines too could help.
i would like to see re usable cups used as the country is full of those coffee cups. I am part of a tidy towns committee
who recently picked up 1 and a half tonnes from Knock airport n17 and half the litter was made up of those cups. Of
course there are plastic bottles too and for those I would like to see incentives to return those bottles or pay householders a price for returning them
In the US, there was a famous anti-litter ad campaign that featured a Native American crying as he saw a pile of garbage
on a highway. This was in the 80's. It is very famous, you could certianly find it on youtube. Since then, although it is
cleary cheesy as all hell, litter has beome FAR less prevalent in the US. I, of course, do not know if this is a causal or
correlated variable. In Texas, they made an anti-litter campaign called "Don't Mess with Texas". It became the unoffical
state slogan. I appreciated the fairly recent ad campaign in Ireland showing a well groomed young man and lady checking themselves out in the mirror and then littering with the 'disgusting' text. I think a campaign has to be fun, like the
Texas one (although I strongly dislike Texas) in order for it to stick.
incentives biodegradable bottle creation
Incentivise the use of biodegradable packaging over plastics.
include education on this problem in Anti Social Behaviour Orders
Increase number of litter bins for recyclables and non recycables, with a message written on each bin.
INCREASE PRICE
introduce a deposit on all bottles, cans and plastics
Introduce a refund scheme on bottles eg 10c per bottle etc
Laws to improve packaging (make biodegradable, reduce)
Let the drinks industry pay, not the poor old punter, too many laws already. Scrap 95% of the laws, sink this stinking
goverment!
Loads of bins
Major material and cultural changes used by the packaging industry
make plastic drink containers returnable as they do in Germany
Make them biodegradable / producers of products take more responsibility
Making public aware how beach looks like when littered and not cleaned and also what consequences that have e.g. no
access to beach anymore due to too heavy littering etc. Could be done by big picture asking if the public wants that
when throwing away things
Making the companies that create the litter having a responsibility possibly by educating or incentivizing their customers
Money back on returned empty cans
More bins
More bins
More bins
More bins
more bins and better rubbish collection service
more bins and bigger bins in fluorescent colors, cant be missed !
More Bins in public places
More education
More litter bins
More policing, wardens, cameras, surveillance warnings
More recycling bins
No disposable drink containers on beaches as per California
No more plastic bottles, return to glass
On the spot fines
Pay people for the empties of all kinds that they return
Plastic tax to cover cost of clean up
problem is,is that if you put bins on the beaches for rubbish collection,youll find them filled with household rubbish in a
few days,i think the lifeguards should be given the authority for on the spot fines,but what i find is that a beach will be
more littered in the winter due to storms,people dumping in rivers might be a cause but a lot of it sometimes makes it too
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shore,theres plenty of monofilament that get brought to shore from fishing vessels thats needs to be to be addressed
toot
Promote use of reusable drinks containers.
promotion of reusable drinks containers, or illiminate singla use bottles
provide a lot more bins on beaches and walkways
providing more bins
Put a "deposit" on all drinks containers. When the consumer brings the container back to a designated place, the deposit
is given back.
Put identifying stamps on all containers at point of sale, as a starting point to ensuring traceability of all litter to seller and
buyer
Putting more obvious signs on drinks containers and on the beaches
Reduce amount sold
Refunds for bottles and cans etc
Regulations on container production
returning and being paid to return
Reuse. Bring your own bottle n fill in store like a take out coffee or a tub of salad at salad bar. Set up self serv refills in
various locations shops etc.
Start charging 5 cent for each container at purchase point. On returning cans to vending machines at all supermarkets,
refunds would be given at customer service on production of reciept from vending machine.
e arkets
stop overconsumption and challenge dominance of capitalist ideologies!
stop using plastic containers
Stricter enforcement of existing laws
surcharge on container
Tax disposable drink containers
the only good way is to start a deposit system on drink cans, bottles nd especially all plastic containers like milk. (plastic
milk containers should be forbidden because of pcb )
There should be more education and adverts on tv outlining the reasons why we should not litter our environment. I was
green schools co-ordinator while our school was obtaining green flags. We encouraged the children to bring drinks in reuseable containers and we outlined the hazards of drinking from plastic bottles.we should lead by example and then
offer incentives i.e. if drinks were in glass bottles that we get a refund when we return bottles.
use more recyclable glass bottles, which could be return to the shops for a small amount of money in exchange.
Using containers that can be bought back and reused
We need litter wardens seen to take action
Well,obviously by giving incentives to stop littering and to pick up containers but also to tighten up laws on littering by
ships.There are some freaky loopholes that allow litter to be dumped miles out to sea...that can't help the situation,can
it?!

Comments from Hard Copy version:
litter that is collected and put on one spot should be picked up more often ; put up bins along the beach to encourage picking litter up ; have
a beach police that raise awareness in high season; litter is also produced/thrown by visitors
A levy on all plastic bottles that can be refunded on return
all the above and more public bing
An integrated approach
At source - production
Attitude, educate more
Ban plastic cups
Better education. In south australia, returning a can or a bottle gives you 10c.
better provision of litter + recycle bins in public areas
bigger litter bins with supervision on the spot fines. By a Beach Wardens appointed by Governement
bins at the beach
Biodegradable containers/ reusable containers
biodegradable drinks containers + drinks costing morp
Biodegradable material ?
Biodegrdable containers
Boycott drinks companies
Buy Bobbles - Everyone keep their own bottle
By creating more places to throw the containers
By developing strudy biodegradable drink containers.
By engagins people and feeding them information about now it endanger wildlife
By having bins all along the beach
By higher enforment and litter lows
By not bringing cans to the beach
by offering financial reward like on the continent
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By raising taxes on fizzy drinks, making less people buying them so less litter and healthier
Change people's attitude. The most of the people doesn't pay litter
Change the packaging on the drinks
Clean up beach on all litter, … ¿? See clean up all rubish
Community efforts to "clean up" locality beach
Deposit on all containers a sigmth cant one (20 cents or more)
Deposit on containers.
Deposit on drink containers
Deposit on return system
Deposit on return system
Deposit refundable on return
Deposits on drinks cans + bottles in shops live in many EU countries Denmark
design a bottle that is good for the environment
design a drink container that dissolves in water
Desposit on return is a good incentive
Doglitter pick up
drink less on the coast
Educate young people
Education, Re: Schools - on the dangers of plastic bottles.
Education, we are already facing a lot of new laws and regulations that whas very little to us, education in community and schools will help.
We can have biodegradable bottles.
Education.
Encourage manufactures to non plastic containers
Encourage return to glass and refilling bottles like
encouraging reuse
enforced litter laws awareness
Facilitate people, more bins and pay 2-5c per bottle like in the US with tin bottles, introduce community service programms of minnor criminal offenses.
Fine whoever litters
Fines introduced for littering
for every can you pick up you can bring it to a recycling center and get between 50c and 1 euro
get paid on every bag of recycling
get the people out of work drawing the dole or "single parents" to do some litter collection
Give a small amount of money for each can that they bring to a center (german model)
Give out free drinks
going back to glass bottles? Better (more widespread) + recycling facilities for plastics
have bins around greens and fields
Have patrols on beach fronts walking to look for litters, as well as weekly clean ups from varying people in the community
heavier fines for those found littering. There is no fews … at present. Someone needs to …
heavy fines
I don't know
If people paid only for orgaic waste (instead of for all the trash) they would be more aware of recycling, as a way of saving money
In Germany they have a refund with a few cents back when you return the bottles.
Increase survaillance to catch literers
Is it possible to go back to glass bottles and a cash back incentive if bottles are returned
Laws should be actually enforced
less packaging
Less plastic sold
Make companies use glass instead of plastic
making sure we all pick up our litter and is caught getting very big fine
more bins
more bins
More bins
More bins
More bins
More bins
More bins
More bins aling the coast, advertising highlighting the damage done by marine litter
More bins around the area
More bins in areas with lots of rubbish
more bins in good distances from each other
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more bins, better service
More bins, try to make bins more atractive
More brius
More education, more awareness
more litter bins
more litter bins
More people clean up their own rubbish
More plastic contaners bins on the streets. Next to regular bins.
More recycling …
More recycling bins in public areas
more women to clean up
Need to … ¿? + litter …
New laws to reduce packaging
Other
People should use reusable bottles
Place more bins around
provide more bins
provide more bins
Put a net on big rivers such as the shannon
put out more bins over shores
Recycled bottles
Restructions/incentives to reduce the amount of packaging at manudacture
Reusable containers
Rewords recycling drink cans ex maybe 10 cans get 1 free can
sentence to die for littering
sincer penalties on littering
Small cash incentives for returning waste containers to recycling facilities, See south Australia for example
special drink container litters, just for bottles
Specialised drinks bottles that decompose in the soil and release nutrients such as nitrogen and ammonio
Stricter laws are useless if there noone to enforce them I suggest education is key throguh add and school campaings
Stricter laws for balloons and lanter no
The importance of not littering should be taught to children from a very early age
The people who do the damage, should be punished
There is no solution. Make the people aware
there were multiple locations to get your deposit back from, not just the place you got it
Threats and fines
Try a campaign to change our drinking patterns
Use reusable drink bottles
We already have adequate lays, they just need to be enforced
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